Lot Permit Requirements

- **A** lot: Permit “E”
- **B** lot: Permit “E”
- **C** lot: Permit “E”
- **D** lot: Employee/special event parking
- **E** lot: Employee/special event parking
- **F** lot: Physically disabled placard required
- **G** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **H** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **I** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **J** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **K** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **L** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **M** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **N** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **O** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **P** lot: Restricted (official parking only)
- **Q** lot: Reserved for valid permits
- **R** lot: Reserved for staff permits / hardship exceptions
- **S** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **T** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **U** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **V** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **W** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **X** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **Y** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)
- **Z** lot: Permit “E”* (University decal required. Lot restrictions designated by posted signs, which take precedence over published materials.)

114 W. Rosedale Ave.: Permit “E”

Mallick Parking Structure: Permits “C,” “E”

Sharples Parking Structure: Annual semester pass.

S, New Street Garage: Hourly/daily parking for or annual/semester pass.

Student Recreation Center Garage: Annual/semester pass only.

For on-campus transportation schedules please go to www.wcupa.edu/_INFORMATION/AFA/Facilities/Transportation/Buses/default.asp

For SEPTA service to West Chester University, please go to www.septa.org/schedules/bus/pdf/104.pdf